
TOTAL WORK OF ART: 
WRIGHT AND VIENNA 

GRADE: 9-12
TIME: Two 60-minute sessions

Frank Lloyd Wright’s guiding philosophy of “organic architecture” was a principle that guided him to create 
architectural designs as one cohesive piece unique to the site’s natural landscape. Wright and his team of artisans 
envisioned every aspect of his designs from carpeting and furniture to lighting and windows, and even dishware on 
occasion. This philosophy of organic architecture closely mirrors gesamtkunstwerk or “total work of art,” a design 
philosophy popular in Europe during the turn of the 20th Century. In this lesson, students will study Viennese designer 
Josef Hoffman, a co-founder of the Viennese Secession and Wiener Werkstätte, whose work Wright viewed during 
his trip to Vienna in 1910. Students will examine a criticism of a “total work of art” by analyzing architect Adolf 
Loos’ short story “The Poor Little Rich Man.”  After comparing Wright’s concept of “organic architecture” to the 
concept of a “total work of art,” students will conclude the lesson by creating customized furniture to create their 
own “total work of art.” 

INTEGRATED SUBJECTS: Visual Arts, Social Studies, Media Literacy, Language Arts

OBJECTIVES

1. Understand the term a “total work of art.”
2. Compare and contrast Wright’s concept of “organic 

architecture” to a “total work of art.”
3. Analyze a historical criticism of the “total work of art” 

philosophy. 
4. Sketch all parts of a room to create one cohesive design. 

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS

1. What were the goals of the Viennese Succession and the 
Wiener Werkstätte? 

2. How are the philosophies of a “total work of art” and 
“organic design” similar? 

3. What parts of interior design fall under an architect’s role? 
4. What techniques can an architect use to create one “total 

work of art?” 

MATERIALS | RESOURCES

Internet access for independent student  
 research 
Note-taking paper 
Sketching paper 
Printer paper 
Pencil 
“The Poor Little Rich Man” (Appendix A) 
Images of Wright’s organic architecture 
Wright’s Total Work of Art handout   

(Appendix B) 
My Total Work of Art handout (Appendix C) 
Post-it notes
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       EXPLORE
Session One

• Introduce the term “decorative arts,” or objects designed to be both beautiful and useful. Explain that 
Art Nouveau increased the popularity of the decorative arts, a movement in resistance of the growing 
industrialization of the late 19th Century. Artists sought to bring “fine art” to common households through 
decorative arts and elevate the role of craftsmen. This philosophy was embraced by the Viennese Secessionist 
Movement, a group of Austrian artists who rejected traditional art and encouraged decorative arts and 
whose style closely mirrored the Art Nouveau movement. The Wiener Werkstätte, or Vienna Workshop, was a 
cooperative of artists whose goal was to create high-quality artistic designs of everyday utilitarian objects. 

• Explain to students that Josef Hoffman was a leading architect in Vienna from the 1890s through the 1910s 
and it’s highly likely that Wright saw Hoffman’s designs during Wright’s 1910 trip to Vienna. Hoffman sought 
to create a uniquely Austrian style by designing individually for his client’s tastes and needs. While working 
with Secessionists and at Wiener Werkstätte, architects worked alongside painters, sculptors and carpenters to 
develop one united design that included interior objects and furniture. 

• Show images of Josef Hoffman’s designs from the Viennese Secession and Wiener Werkstätte. Instruct 
students to read a biography about Hoffmann’s life and career and explore a sample of his art from the Neue 
Gallerie’s collection. Students can either conduct this research independently or refer to 
https://www.neuegalerie.org/collection/artist-profiles/josef-hoffmann

• After students have read Hoffman’s biography, discuss students’ findings as a group. Pose the following 
questions to students: 

◊ What was Hoffman’s goal in creating the Wiener Werkstätte? What was Hoffman’s view of an architect’s 
role? What was innovative about Hoffman’s works? What does the term gesamtkunstwerk or “total work of 
art” mean? 

• Instruct students to select one of Hoffman’s designs from the Neue Gallerie’s website. Distribute sketching 
paper of any size. Direct students to sketch their chosen design of Hoffman’s on the sheet of paper. After 
sketching, tell students to answer the following questions on their paper. Is this design beautiful? Is this design 
useful? Would you use this object if it were in your home? If this object belonged to you, where would you store/
display it? 

       
       ENGAGE
Session One
• Explain to students that Josef Hoffman and his fellow architects of the Viennese Secession and at Wiener 

Werkstätte were met with criticism by another popular Viennese modern architect, Adolf Loos. Adolf Loos 
criticized that focusing on small details of a design wasted an architect’s time, while Hoffman believed it to be 
innately part of the job of the architect. 

• Direct students to read  ”The Poor Little Rich Man,” (Appendix A), a criticism of the philosophy of a “total 
work of art,” written in a popular daily Viennese newspaper in 1900.  

• After reading, split the class into small groups of 2-4 to discuss the following questions. 
◊ Can a work of art also be a livable space? How would it feel to live in a “total work of art”? Would living in 

a “total work of art” change the way new objects are placed? Do you agree with Adolf Loos? Why or why 
not? Should architects limit themselves to designing only the building’s exterior? Where does the role of an 
architect end and the role of an interior designer begin? 

• After students have considered the questions in small groups, discuss answers as a class.

LESSON 
PROCEDURE
(continued)
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       ENGAGE
Session Two

• Introduce the life and work of Frank Lloyd Wright. Tell students that Wright intended to create a uniquely 
American style of architecture. Direct students to explore Wright’s career through the timelines, multimedia 
resources, and information available on Teaching by Design’s website. Instruct students to briefly jot down 
in their notes the reoccurring design elements, colors, materials, and patterns they notice in Wright’s work. 
After students have had time to explore on their own, discuss what characteristics students noticed in Wright’s 
designs. 

• Next, read the page that explains “Organic Design” aloud together, resource from  https://www.
teachingbydesign.org/about/organic-design/. Use this opportunity to review the philosophy of a “total 
work of art” and ask students to share the similarities and differences between “organic architecture” and a 
“total work of art.” 

• Distribute “Wright’s Total Work of Art” handout (Appendix B). Ask students what shared themes they see 
among Wright’s designs for the Imperial Hotel. 

◊ How do Wright’s interior designs relate to the building’s exterior? How do the designs relate to the building’s 
geography? What lines, colors, and shapes are shared among the group of furniture? Are Wright’s interior 
designs beautiful? Are Wright’s interior designs useful? Would you use these pieces of furniture if they were in 
your home? Discuss the same questions for the Dana-Thomas House. 

• Instruct students to sketch another piece of furniture to match Wright’s designs of the Imperial Hotel and the 
Dana-Thomas House on their handout.

       DESIGN 
Session Two

• Distribute “My Total Work of Art” handout (Appendix C) for students to brainstorm their own design. 
Instruct students to first select the location of their building and to consider how their building will relate to 
the landscape of their chosen area. Encourage students to choose locations as imaginatively or realistically 
as they would like (examples: a new version of their own home, a cabin in the woods, or a space station on the 
moon.) Then, instruct students to sketch their building’s exterior. Next, have students select one room from their 
building for which they will create their “total work of art.” After briefly sketching the room, instruct students 
to design every aspect of their room by sketching two pieces of furniture, flooring (such as carpeting, tile, or 
woodwork), a lighting fixture, dishware, and art glass (or a window). Challenge students to design interior 
furniture that is not only beautiful, but useful as well. 

• After students have sketched the elements of their interior design, give students a large sheet of sketching 
paper for their final design. Instruct students to sketch their room as one cohesive work of art. 

       CRITIQUE & INTERPRET
Session Two

• Tell students to create an Artist Statement on a half sheet of printer paper that explains why their design is a 
total work of art. These 5-7 sentences will be displayed alongside each student’s art. Encourage students to 
contemplate the following questions as they write their Artist Statement.

LESSON 
PROCEDURE
(continued)
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LESSON 
PROCEDURE
(continued)

       CRITIQUE & INTERPRET
Session Two

◊ What inspired your design? How did your building’s geography influence your design? How does your 
chosen room relate to your building’s exterior? What kind of room did you select for your design and why? 
How did you create cohesion among the many parts of your room? What common shapes and/or lines 
are present in your design? What colors and textures did you choose and why? What elements unite the 
many parts of your design? Are your interior designs beautiful, useful or both? 

• Display students’ art alongside students’ Artist Statements. After student art is displayed, distribute 3 Post-
it notes to students. Tell students to walk around the room to observe their classmates’ work, leaving Post-it 
notes of positive feedback next to students’ art. Encourage students to leave Post-it notes on work that does 
not yet have any, so that every student can receive feedback.
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